#Remove outliers clean_data = all_data %>% group_by(dataset) %>% mutate(mean_es = median(d_calc)) %>% mutate(sd_es = sd(d_calc)) %>% ungroup() %>% mutate(no_outlier = ifelse(d_calc < mean_es+3*sd_es, ifelse(d_calc > mean _es-3*sd_es, TRUE, FALSE), FALSE)) %>%
filter(no_outlier) #Comment out if you do not want to remove outliers all_data = clean_data

Effect size calculation
Effect sizes were calculated based on standard formulae; below we show commented code from the MetaLab platform at http://metalab.stanford.edu and the associated github repository https://github.com/langcog/metalab. In the source script compute_es.R a number of special cases are also computed, we leave them out of this document for brevity. The computations are based on the following references: Lipsey and Wilson (2001) ; Morris and DeShon (2002) ; Dunlap, Cortina, Vaslow, and Burke (1996) ; Howell (2012) ; Viechtbauer (2010) . 
is done in metafor package, escalc(measure="SMCR"() (Viechtbauer, 2010) } else if (complete(r, n_1)){ Howell (2010; "Statistical 
# this deals with pointing and vocabulary # Get variance of transformed r (z; fisher's tranformation)
SE_z = 1 / sqrt(n_1 -3) # from
Additional visualizations
Both analyses on method choice took into account participant age; for clarity we did not visualize the interaction between method, exclusion rate / effect size, and age. Here we provide the respective plots for the interested reader. We can also visualize typical effect sizes by mean participant age (odered on the xaxis), to better visualize the data in Table 1 of the main paper.
Figure 3 Effect size per phenomenon, ordered by mean participant age.
Additional analyses
Figure 4 Comparison of a study's effect size and the according p-values. Point size reflects sample size. The typical significance threshold of .05 is indicated by a vertical line.
Single experiments are often evaluated by their associated p-value, despite the frequent criticisms and well-documented shortcomings of that measure (Ioannidis, 2005) . One of them is particularly relevant here: In the Pearson-Neyman model which is (implicitly) underlying most current empirical research, p-values should be used to inform a binary decision, namely to either reject the null hypothesis or fail to do so; in contrast, effect sizes are a continuous measure. Researchers sometimes believe that significant p-values are equivalent to very high effect sizes, and that non-significant p-values are due to very low effect sizes near zero lead; and more generally that p-values have a continuous interpretation such that very low p-values necessarily indicate very strong evidence for differences, whereas values near .05 indicate weaker evidence for a difference.
How does effect size relate to p-values?
This figure addresses these intuitions by showing p value and effect size data within MetaLab. The vertical line marks the usual binary decision threshold for p-values at .05. We see that, for extreme values, namely effect sizes near zero and above 1.5, the intuition that pvalues will be respectively large and small is borne out. However, the majority of effect sizes we observe falls in a range that with sufficient power, in other words a sufficiently large sample, can lead to a significant outcome. Underpowered studies, in contrast, might tap into a similar sized effect but fail to reach significance. The grey horizontal band illustrates such a region where both significant and non-significant results are observed.
How representative is our power estimate based on median sample size compared to single studies? We calculated power on the study level and visualize the results here, ordered by mean power. To illustrate the disparity between the oldest effect size and the meta-analytic effect, and consequently the difference in power, we plot the difference between both against the oldest effect. This difference is larger as oldest effect size increases, with an average of 0.40 compared with an average effect size of 0.63 (note that we based this on the absolute value).
The plot showcases that researchers might want to be wary of large effects, as they are more likely to be non-representative of the true phenomenon compared to smaller initial effects being reported. Especially when making decisions about sample sizes, large effect might thus not be the best guide. Taking the above-mentioned mean values as example, a realistic sample size to ensure 80% power would be 40 participants, instead of 16 participants suggested by the first paper. While these numbers average over research questions and methods, which all influence the specific number of participants necessary, this example showcases that experimenters should take into account as much evidence as available to be able to plan for robust and reproducible studies.
Correlation between oldest paper effect size and meta-analytic effect size
The comparison of initial and meta-analytic effect size has a number of caveats, for example, as we will lay out in the next section, methods might be different between initial reports and our overall sample; the availability of methods changes over time, as new approaches are being developed and automated procedures become more common. Further, the largest effect size from a seminal paper might have been spurious, and the research community could well be aware of that. In additional, as infant research becomes more common, recruitment and obtaining funds might both become easier, thereby increasing typical sample size over the years. For a more continuous approach, we thus investigate power (which is determined by effect size and sample size) as follows. We first generate a meta-analytic model for each dataset that takes into account infant age and method and then derive the respective to be expected effect size base on those data for each entry in this dataset. Power is then estimated based on the sample size actually tested. Across datasets we observe a general negative trend, with varied steepness. The only positive trends occur in the upper ranges of estimated power and for older children. 
